PREXY ADVISES GRADUATES.

Commencement Exercises Simple and Democratic as Usual.

With the same simple impressiveness that has marked the graduation exercises at Technology in the past the commencement exercises of the Class of 1907 were held this afternoon. Members of the Faculty and those of the students who read their theses read their theses to many friends, guests, and alumni present the old hall was filled to overflowing.

"Amongst all those who wrote in laying what has proved to be has not a college education: but discovering things unknown, erecting towns, populating continents, by discovery, that leadership comes only through service, that he who will learn to direct others must first learn to discipline himself, that he should administer the affairs of his own life, the rewards of high administrative power will in the long run be as great as honesty, and energy, loyalty, self-discipline. The road to leadership, whether the truth lies in one or another, whether in the constructive work of discovery, of populating continents, or whether in the critical: of reforming things unjust, be found through service and discipline. He who will come must first learn to serve."

"We are today, "I hope that you may carry with you the degrees which are to follow, I can do no more than to commend to you the underlying principles of the Institute with which you have been familiar during your four years of study. Energy, devotion, readiness to work hard and efficiently, service to your fellow men, these are the things which you have heard in the school life and these are the fundamental qualities which you are to cultivate in the larger life."

Alumni Give Obligation to Institute.

"I hope that you may carry with you a high sense of obligation to the college which sends you out, not only that the technology has not unjustly been called the institute but in its history where tell the truth and that the society for earning to make of California."

"The good work that College has done is that it has been worth while."